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PERPETUAL PEACE.

HETHER this ſatirical inſcription on

a Dutch inn -keeper's ſign, upon which a

church-yard was painted, has for its object

mankind in general, or in particular the governors

of ſtates, who are inſatiable of war ; or whether

it points merely towards thoſe philoſophers who

indulge the ſweet dream of a perpetual peace,

it is impoflible to decide.
Be this as it may,

the author of this eſſay publiſhes it on the

following conditions ,

The practical politician is accuſtomed to teſtify

as much diſdain towards the theoriſt as he has

complaiſance for himſelf. In his eyes the latter

appears a mere pedant, whoſe chimerical ideas

can never be prejudicial to a ſtate, which re

quires principles deduced from experience ; a

trifler, whom he ſuffers to play his game without

taking meaſures againſt him. The application is

B
eaſy :

1
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eaſy : let the ſtateſman condeſcend to be rational ,

and if, perchance, he diſcovers in this eſſay

ideas oppoſite to his own, let him not imagine

dangers to the ſtate , from opinions hazarded

without ambition, and publiſhed with freedom ;

by which claufula falvatoria the author expects

to have ſecured himſelf from every malignant

interpretation.

SECTION I.

CONTAINING THE PRELIMINARY ARTICLES

FOR A PERPETUAL PEACE AMONG STATES.

I. of peace ſhall be eſteemed

valid , on which is tacitly reſerved

matter for future war. ”

Nº treaty

A treaty of this ſort would be only a truce,

a ſuſpenſion, not a complete ceſſation of hofti

lities . To call ſuch a peace perpetual, would

be a ſuſpicious pleonaſm . By a treaty of
peace,

every ſubject (at the time perhaps unthought of

by the contracting parties) for renewing war,

becomes
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becomes annihilated, even ſhould it , by the

moſt refined cunning, be dug out from the

duſty documents of archives. The reſervation

( reſeruatio mentalis) of ancient pretenſions to be

declared hereafter, of which neither party makes

mention at the time, both being too much ex

hauſted to carry on the war, together with the

bad deſign of carrying them into effect at the firſt

favourable opportunity, belongs to the caſuiſtry

of a jeſuit ; eſtimated in itſelf, it is beneath the

dignity of a ſovereign , as the readineſs of making

deductions of this kind is beneath the dignity

of à minifter.

But if in conſequence of enlightened prin

ciples of politics, the glory of the ſtate is

placed in its continual aggrandizement, by what

ever means ; my reaſoning will then appear mere

ſcholaſtic pedantry.

II . Any fiate, of whatever extent, ſhall

só never paſs under the dominion of another ſtate,

66 whether by inheritance, exchange, purchafe, or

66 donation . ”

A ſtáte is not, like the ſoil upon which it is

ſituate, a patrimony. It conſiſts of a fociety of

men, over whom the ſtate alone has a right to

command and diſpoſe. It is a trunk which has

its own roots. But, like a graft to incorporate it

with
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with another ſtate, would be to reduce it from a

moral perſon, to the condition of a thing, which

contradicts the idea of a ſocial compact, without

which one cannot conceive of a right over a

people *.

Every one knows to what dangers Europe,

the only part of the world where this abuſe has

exiſted, has been expoſed, even down to our

time, by this mercantile precedent, that ſtates

may eſpouſe one another ; a new kind of con

trivance, which obtains, by means of family

alliances, and without any expence of forces,

exceſs of power, or an immoderate increaſe

of domain .

By a conſequence of the ſame principle, it is

forbidden to every ſtate to let troops to another

ftate, againſt an enemy not common to both ;

for this is making uſe of the ſubjects as things

to be diſpoſed of at pleaſure.

III. “ Standing armies (miles perpetuus) ſhall

66 in time be totally aboliſhed. ”

An hereditary kingdom is not a ſtate, which can be

transferred to another ſtate, but whoſe right of adminiſtration

may be inherited by another phyſical perſon. The ſtate then

acquires a chief; but this chief, as chief or maſter of another

kingdom, acquires not the ftate,

For
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For being ever ready for action, they incel

fantly menace other ſtates, and excite them to

increaſe without end the number of armed men .

This rivalſhip, a ſource of inexhauſtible expence,

renders peace even more burthenſome than a

ſhort war, and frequently cauſes hoftilities to be

commenced with the mere view of being deli

vered thereby from ſo oppreſſive a load. Add

to this, that to be paid for killing, or to be

killed, is to ſerve as an inſtrument or machine

in the hands of another (the ſtate) which is

incompatible with the right which nature has

given to every one over his own perſon *.

Very different from this are the military

exerciſes voluntarily undertaken, and at ſtated

times, by the citizens, in order to ſecure

themſelves and their country againſt foreign

aggreſſions.

Treaſure, a means of military power, more

efficacious perhaps than that of armies or

alliances, would produce the ſame effect as

ſtanding armies, and would excite other ſtates

This is the meaning of the anſwer which a prince of

Bulgaria returned to an emperor of the Eaſt, who, wiſhing

to ſpare the blood of his ſubjects, propoſed to terminate their

difference by ſingle combat : “ Will a blackſmith ," he

replied, " who poſſeſſes a pair of pincers, take the hot iron

hus from the fire with his hands ?'"

to
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to war by menacing them with it, were it leſs

difficult to become acquainted with the extent

of the treaſure .

- V. 66 National debts ſhall not be contracted

“ with a view of maintaining the intereſts of the

6 ftate abroad."

Money borrowed, either in the interior of a

ftate or of a foreign nation, would be a reſource

by no means ſuſpicious, if the ſums thus ob

tained were deſtined to the economy of the

country, ſuch as the repairing of high roads,

new colonies, the eſtabliſhment of magazines

againſt unfruitful years, &c. But what can we

think of a ſyitem of credit, the ingenious inven

tion of a commercial people of this century,

by means of which debts are accumulated with

out end , and yet cauſe no embarraffinent in their

reimburſements, ſince the creditors never make

their demands all at one time . Conſidered as a

political engine, it is a dangerous means of

monied power, a treaſure for war, ſuperior to

that of all other ſtates collectively, and which

cannot be exhauſted except by a default in the

taxes (an exhauſtion eventually certain, but

long kept off by the favourable re-action credit

has upon commerce and induſtry). This facility

of carrying on war, united with the natural

inclinationi
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inclination men have for it as ſoon as they

poſſeſs the power, is an invincible obſtacle to

a perpetual peace. The abolition of the funding

ſyſtem muſt therefore be a preliminary article ;

the more fo , as ſooner or later a national bank

ruptcy will take place, by which other ſtates

would innocently be involved, and find them

ſelves openly aggrieved. They are therefore

juſtifiable in joining in a confederacy againſt a

ſtate which adopts ſuch obnoxious meaſures.

V
.

“ No ſtate ſhall by force interfere with

66 either the conſtitution or government of

66 another ſtate .”

What is there that can authoriſe ſuch a ſtep ?

Perhaps the offence given to the ſubjects of

another ſtate ; but the example of anarchy may,

on the contrary, warn them of the danger they

run by expoſing themſelves to it . Moreover,,

the bad example one free being gives to another

is an offence taken (ſcandalum acceptum ) and not

a leſion of their rights . Very different would

it be, if a revolution ſhould divide a ſtate into

two parts, each of which ſhould pretend to the

whole. To lend aſſiſtance to one of the parties

cannot then be eſteemed an interference with

the government, it being then in a ſtate of

anarchy; but fo long as theſe internal diſſentions

are
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are not come to that point, the interference of a

foreign power would be a violation of the rights

of an independent nation, ſtruggling with internal

evils ; it is then an offence given , that would

render the autonomy of all ſtates uncertain .

1

VI . 66 A ſtate ſhall not , during war, admit

" of hoftilities of a nature that would render

“ reciprocal confidence in a ſucceeding peace im

poſſible: ſuch as employing aſſaſſins ( percuffores),

poiſoners ( venefici), violation of capitulations,

“ ſecret inſtigation to rebellion ( perduellio ), & c .”

Theſe are diſhonourable ſtratagems. Con

fidence in the principles of an enemy muſt

remain even during war, otherwiſe a peace could

never be concluded ; and hoſtilities would de

generate into a war of extermination (bellum

internecinum ) ſince war in fact is but the fad

reſource employed in a ſtate of nature in defence

of rights ; force ſtanding there in lieu of juridical

tribunals . Neither of the two parties can be

accuſed of injuſtice, ſince for that purpoſe a

juridical deciſion would be neceſſary. But here

the event of a battle (as formerly the judgments

of God ) determine the juſtice of either party ;

fince between ſtates there cannot be a war of

puniſhment ( bellum punitiuum ) no ſubordination

exiſting between them . A war, ad internacionem ,

therefore,
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therefore, which might cauſe the deſtruction of

both parties at once, together with the annihila

tion of every right , would permit the concluſion

of a perpetual peace only upon the vaſt burial

ground of the human ſpecies. This kind of

war muſt therefore be abſolutely interdicted, as

well as the means that lead thereto ; but that

the above -mentioned means will unavoidably

lead thereto , may be deduced from the follow

ing : that thoſe infernal arts , infamous in them

ſelves when once in uſe, will not ceaſe with the

war, like the uſe of ſpies, where one profits by

the infamy of another only (an indignity the

human ſpecies will never be totally purged

from ) but will remain in uſe even after a peaceg

which thereby is rendered completely abortive.

Although the laws pointed out here objec

tively conſidered, and ſuch as they ought to be

in the intention of thoſe in power, are all

prohibitary laws ( leges prohibitiva ), nevertheleſs,

there are ſome of them of that rigorous kind

that demand a prompt and abſolute execution ;

fuch is No. 1 , 5 , 6 . Others again, like

No. 2 , 3 , 4 , without making exception to the

rule of right, are leſs rigorous (leges late ) as to

the ſubjective poſſibility of their obſervance.

Theſe include the permiſſion of delaying their

' execution, without however loſing the end in

C view .
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view . Delay, which ought not to defer, for

inſtance , the re -eſtabliſhment of liberty in ſuch

ſtates as have been deprived of it , ad calendas

grecas, to make uſe of an expreſion of Auguſtus;

for this would be to annul the law which ordains

it ; but this delay itſelf is only permitted to

prevent a precipitation which might injure the

aim propoſed. The prohibition contained in

the article 2 , has for its object ſolely the

manner of future acquiſition, and not the actual

poſſeſſion, which , without being ſtamped with

the title of a right, has nevertheleſs been eſteemed

Jawful by all other ſtates , according to the

opinion in faſhion at the time of its putative

acquiſition *

SECTION

It is not without cauſe that it has hitherto been

uncertain , whether, beſides the command (leges præceptive ),

and the prohibition (leges prohibitive ), there are alſo laws of

permiſſion. For laws , in general , include the principle of

objective practical neceſſity ; a permiſſion , on the contrary ,

the principle of a practical caſualty of certain actions ; a law

of permiſſion would compel then to an action, to which no

one can be obliged ; which would imply a contradiction , if

the object of the law were the ſame under one and tlie other

relation . Now in the law of permiſſion , which is the

queſtion here , the prohibition has relation only to the mode

of future acquiſition ( i . e. by ſucceſſion ) ; but the permiſſion ,

which
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SECTION II.

CONTAINING THE DEFINITIVE ARTICLES FOR

A PERPETUAL PEACE AMONG STATES .

WITH men, the flate of nature ( flatus

IT ,

naturalis) is not a ſtate of peace, but of

war ; though not of open war, at leaſt, ever

ready to break out . A ſtate of peace muſt

therefore be eſtabliſhed ; for, in order to be

ſheltered

which annuls this prohibition, regards only the actual poſ

feflion . In the paſſage from the ftate of nature to the civil

ftate , this putative poſſeſſion , though illegal , may never

theleſs be maintained as juſt, in virtue of a permiſſion of

a natural right . But its illegality ought not to be recognized ,

for from the moment when in the ſtate of nature, a putative

poſſeſſion , and in the civil ftate, a like acquiſition, are

acknowledged as unjuſt, they could no longer exift, becauſe

they would then become an infringement of rights.

I have only wiſhed to fix , by the way , the attention of

the teachers of natural right, upon the idea of the laws of

permiſſion, which preſents itſelf to every ſyſtematic mind ;

principally , becauſe it is of ſuch frequent uſe in the civil

law , though with this difference : the prohibition is there

expreſs and abſolute, and the permiſion is not inferted as a

reſpective condition , which it ought to be , but is found

among
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ſheltered againſt every act of hoftility , it is not

ſufficient that none is committed ; one neighbour

muſt guarantee to another his perſonal ſecurity,

which cannot take place except in a ſtate of

legiſlation ; without which one may treat another

as an enemy, after having in vain demanded

this protection *

FIRST

among the exceptions. We forbid this or that , it is there

faid , excepting No. 1 , 2 , 3 , and ſo forth, without end .

The exceptions are not joined to the law from a fixed prin

ciple , but by chance , and blindly applied to the various

caſes that occur ; for, otherwiſe the reſtrictions would be

always inſerted in the formula of prohibition , which would

thereby become permiſſive law . It is likewiſe very much to

be regretted , that the queſtion propoſed by Count de Win

diſchgrætz has been ſo ſoon relinquiſhed. This profound

fage had preciſely infifted upon the point now under dif

cuſſion , in his ingenious problem , which ſtill remains to be

folved. Indeed we ſhall have no reaſon to promiſe ourſelves

an immutable and permanent legiſlation , till the poſſibility of

a mathematical formula ſhall be demonſtrated , which may

ferve as a foundation to laws. Without this we ſhall have

general laws , which may be applied to a great number of

caſes, but no univerſal laws , applicable to all caſes, as the

idea of a law ſeem to require.

i

The common opinion is , that one dares act hoftily

only againſt an aggreffor ; and this is true , when both live in

a ſtate of civil legiſlation. For. on entering into it , they

reciprocally guarantee to themſelves the requiſite ſecurity , by

the

1
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FIRST DEFINITIVE ARTICLE FOR A PERP E

TUAL PEACE .

THE civil conſtitution of every ſtate ought

to be republican .

The only conſtitution reſulting from the idea

of the ſocial compact, upon which every good

legiſlation of a nation ought to be founded,

is

the common obedience which they pay to the ſovereign .

But the mai , or the nation , that live in a ſtate of nature ,

deprives me of that ſecurity , and attacks me without being

an aggreffor, by the mere circumſtance of living contiguous

to me, in a ſtate of anarchy and without laws ; menaced

perpetually by him with hoftilities, again?t which I have no

protection , I have a right to compel him , either, to aſſociate

with me under the dominion of common laws, or to quit

my neighbourhood.

Here is a principle then, upon which all the ſubſequent

articles are eſtabliſhed :

All men, who have a mutual influence over one another,

ought to have a civil conſtitution . Now every legitimate

conſtitution , conſidered in reſpect of the perſons who are the

object of it, is

I. Either conformable to the civil right, and is limited

to a people ( jus civitatis).

Il . Or to the rights of nations, and regulates the relations

of nations among each other ( jus gentium ).

III. . Or to the coſmopolitical right, as far as men, or

ftates , are conſidered as influencing one another, in quality

of
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is a republican conſtitution *. It is the only

one eſtabliſhed upon principles compatible with ,

firſt, the liberty of all the members of a ſociety

in the quality of men ; ſecond, with the ſub

million

of conſtituent parts of the great ſtate of the human race

( jus coſmopoliticum ).

This diviſion is not arbitrary ; but neceſſary in reſpect of

the idea of a perpetual peace. For , if two nations , under

one of theſe three relations, were in a ſtate of nature , and

having reciprocal phyſical influence upon each cther , the

ſtate of war would be inmediately revived , to be freed from

which is the preſent end in view .

Legal (and together with it ) exterior liberty, is not ,

as it is ordinarily defined , the faculty of doing whatever

one wiſhes to do , provided he injures not another. It con

fiſts in rendering obedience to thoſe la :vs alone to which I

have been able to give my affent. In the ſame manner, legal

equality in a ſtate is the relation of the citizens to one

another, according to which one cannot compel another

juridically , without he ſubjects himſelf alſo to the law , by

which in his turn he may alſo be compelled in the ſame

The principle of ſubmiſſion to laws , being already

compriſed in the idea of a conftitution in general, needs not

a particular explanation . The inviolability of theſe innate

and impreſcriptible rights of man , manifeſts itſelf ſtill more

gloriouſly, when we repreſent to ourſelves man in relation

with beings of a ſuperior nature , as citizen of a world of

intelligences. For, to begin with my liberty ; even the laws

of God , which can be binding upon me only ſo far as I

have been able to concur in their formation , ſince I attain to

the

manner .

1
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miſion of all to a common legiſlation, as ſub

jects ; and third, with the right of equality ,

which all ſhare as members of a ſtate . This

the knowledge of the will of God , only by the law which

my own reaſon impoſes on my liberty, in elevating me above

the neceſſity of the laws of nature. As to the principle of

equality, however exalted the nature of a being may ' be ,

were he even the next in rank after God (as the great
Æon

of the Gnoftics) if I do my duty in the poſt aſſigned me, as

he in his, there is no reaſon why the duty of obeying

ſhould reft on me alone , and in him the right of command

ing: What renders the principle of equality inapplicable to

our relations with God , is , that of all beings , it is he alone

who cannot be repreſented as ſubject to duty. But as to the

right of equality common to all citizens , in quality of

fubje &ts, in order to decide if an hereditary nobility can be

tolerated , it will be ſufficient to aſk , whether the
pre

eminence of rank , granted by the ſtate , ought to be anterior

to merit, or whether merit ought to precede rank ? Now it

is evident, if dignity is attached to birth , merit will be

uncertain , and conſequently, it would be the ſame thing to

give command to a favourite without any merit ; which

would never be decreed by the general will of a people in the

focial pact, the only foundation of all rights . For if birth

gives nobility , it does not at the ſame time beſtow nobleneſs

of the mind and heart. It is quite otherwiſe with the

nobility or dignity attached to magiſtracies, which merit

alone can obtain . In this caſe rank depends not on the

perſon , but on the poſt ; and this kind of nobility alters not

the equality, becauſe on quitting the office one renounces

the rank it coníers, in order to re - enter into the claſs of

the people .

then
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1

ihen is the only conſtitution, which in reſpect of

right ſerves for a primitive baſis to all civil

conſtitutions ; it remains now to be ſhewng

whether it alſo is the only one that can lead to

a perpetual peace. By examining the nature

of this conftitution, it will be found, that beſides

the purity of its origin; which derives from the

idea itſelf of right, it alſo promiſes the moſt

happy effect, namely, a perpetual peace , in the

following manner.

According to the form of this conſtitution,

the affent of every citizen is neceſſary to decide

the queſtion , “ Whether war ſhall be declared

or not.” But to decree war, would be to

the citizens to decree againſt themſelves all the

calamities of war, ſuch as fighting in perſon ,

furniſhing from their own means towards the

expence of the war ; painfully to repair the

devaſtations it occaſions; and, to fill up the

meaſure of evils, load upon themſelves the

weight of a national debt, that would embitter

even peace itſelf, and which, on account of

conſtant new wars, can never be liquidated.

They will certainly beware of plunging into an

enterpriſe fo hazardous. Whereas, in a conſti

tution wherein the ſubjects are not citizens of

the ſtate, that is to ſay, a conſtitution not repub

lican, a declaration of war is a moft eaſy matter

to
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to reſolve upon, as it does not require of the

chief, proprietor and not member of the ſtate,

the leaſt ſacrifice of his pleaſures, either of the

table, the chace, the country, or the court, &c.

He may therefore reſolve on war as on a party

of pleaſure, for reaſons the moſt frivolous, and

with perfe &t indifference leave the juſtification

of the fame, which decency requires, to the

diplomatic corps, who are ever ready to under

take it .

In order not to confound (as is frequently

done) a republican conſtitution with a democra.

cy , the following obſervations ſhould be made.

The forms of a ſtate may be divided, either

according to the perſons who enjoy the fovereign

power, or according to the mode of adminiſtra

tion exerciſed by the chief, under whatever

title, over a people. The firſt is called form of

Sovereignty (forma imperii ), of which there can be

but three : autocracy, where one alone poſſeſſes

ſupreme power ; ariſtocracy, when divided be

tween a few ; democracy, when exerciſed by all

the members of ſociety.

The ſecond is the form of government ( forma

regiminis) ; this is the conſtitutional mode, accord

ing to which the general will of the people has

decided that its power ſhall be exerciſed ; and

in this relation it is either republican or deſpotic.

D
Republicaniſ in
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1

Republicaniſm is the political principle according

to which the executive power (the government)

is ſeparated from the legiſlative. Deſpotiſm is

where the legiſlator executes his own laws, con

fequently where the private will of the chief

is ſubſtituted to the will of the public . Demo

cracy is neceffarily deſpotiſm , as it eſtabliſhes an

executive power contrary to the general will ;

all being able to decide againſt one whoſe

opinion may differ ; the will of all is there

fore not that of all : which is contradictory and

oppoſite to liberty .

Every form of government that is not repre

fentative, is properly formleſs ; the legiſlator

being as little capable of being united in the

fame perſon with the executor of his will , as

in a fyllogifm the univerſal of the major is

capable of ſerving as the particular of the

minor. Although an ariſtocracy and autocracy

are defective, inaſmuch as they are ſuſceptible

of the vice here mentioned , they neverthelefs

contain the poſſibility of repreſentative admi

niſtration ; fo far at leaſt as Frederic II . infi

nuated when he declared himſelf the firſt ſervant

of the ſtate *; whereas a democracy renders the

repreſentative

1

1

1

The lofty epithets of the Lord's anointed ,' the

* executor of the divine will , ' the repreſentative of God , '

which
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repreſentative ſyſtem impoſſible, everyone

ſtriving to be maſter . It may therefore be

affirmed , that, the ſmaller the number of
go

vernors, and the more extenſive the repreſenta

tion, the nearer the conſtitution approaches to

republicaniſm , and may even arrive at it by

fucceflive reforms.

This then ſhews why it is more difficult to

arrive at this form of government, the only one

that perfe & ly correſponds with the rights of

man, in an ariſtocracy than in a monarchy ;

and in a democratic ftate it is even impoſſible

to arrive at it, except by violent revolutions.

The form of government is, however, of far

greater importance to a people than the form

of ſovereignty *; though the greater or leſſer

relation

which have been laviſhed on ſovereigns, have been frequently

cenſured , as groſs and intoxicating flatteries ; but I think

without reaſon. So far from inſpiring a monarch with pride,

theſe furnames ought to render him humble, if he poſſeſſes

underſtanding (which ought to be ſuppoſed) and if he

reflects, that he is charged with an employmert fuperior to

the powers of a man , namely, to protect what is the moſt

ſacred to God upon earth , the rights of man ; and that he

ought to be in perpetual fear of having injured this beļoved

pledge of the divinity.

#

Mallet du Pan , in his pompous but fenfeleſs language,

pretends to have at length attained to a conviction , after

long
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relation of this latter with the aim propoſed is

nothing leſs than trivial . However, to be fully

conformable to the principle of right, the form

of government muſt be repreſentative. This

is the only one that permits republicaniſm ,

without which the government is arbitrary and

deſpotic, whatever the conſtitution may
be.

Of all the ancient pretended republics, not one

of them knew this ſyſtem ; they conſequently

all terminated in deſpotiſin , though the leaſt

inſupportable of all , that of one alone.

long experience, of the truth of this well -known ſaying

of Pope's:

“ For forms of government let fools conteſt :

« The ſtate that's beſt adminiſter'd is beft."

)

If this means , that the ftate the beſt adminiſtred is the beſt

adminiftred , he has , to make uſe of an expreſſion of Swift's ,

“ cracked a nut to come at a maggot. ” But if this ſaying

is to ſignify, that in the ſtate the beſt adminiſtred, the govern

ment is the beft, as to its conſtitution , then nothing is more

falſe ; for a good adminiſtration proves nothing in favour of

the government. Who has reigned better than Titus and

Marcus Aurelius ? and yet one had
his fucceffor a

Domitian, and the other a Commodus ; which could never

have happened in a good conftitution , their inaptitude to this

poft having been foon enough known, and the power of the

Sovereign being ſufficient to exclude them..

SECOND
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SECOND DEFINITIVE ARTICLE FOR A PER

PETUAL PEACE.

$

THE public right ought to be founded

upon a federation of free ſtates.

Nations, as ſtates, like individuals, if they

live in a ſtate of nature and without laws , by

their vicinity alone commit an act of leſion.

One may, in order to ſecure its own ſafety,

require of another to eſtabliſh within it a con

ftitution which ſhould guarantee to all their

rights. This would be a federation of nations,

without the people however forming one and

the ſame ſtate, the idea of a ſtate ſuppoſing the

relation of a ſovereign to the people , of a

ſuperior to his inferior. Now ſeveral nations,

united into one ftate, would no longer form but

one ; which contradicts the ſuppoſition, the

queſtion here being of the reciprocal rights of

nations, inaſmuch as they compoſe a multitude

of different ſtates, which ought not to be incor

porated into one and the ſame ſtate.

But when we fee favages in their anarchy,

prefer the perpetual combats oflicentious liberty

10 a reaſonable liberty, founded upon conſtitu

tional order, can we refrain to look down with

the
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the moſt profound contempt on this animal

degradation of humanity ? Muſt we not bluſh at

the contempt to which the want of civilization

reduces men ? And would one not rather be

led to think that civilized nations, each of

which form a conſtituted ſtate, would haften to

extricate themſelves from an order of things ſo

ignominious ? But what, on the contrary, do we

behold ? Every ſtate placing its majeſty ( for it

is abſurd to talk of the majeſty of the people)

preciſely in this independence of every conſtraint

of any external legiſlation whatever.

The ſovereign places his glory in the power

of diſpoſing at his pleaſure (without much

expoſing himſelf) of many millions of men ,

ever ready to facrifice themſelves for an object

that does not concern them . The only dif

ference between the ſavages of America and

thoſe of Europe, is, that the former have eaten

up many a hoſtile tribe, whereas the latter have

known how to make a better uſe of their

enemies ; they preſerve them to augment the

number of their ſubjects, that is to ſay, of in

ſtruments deſtined to more extenſive conqueſts.

When we conſider the perverſeneſs of human

nature , which ſhews itſelf unveiled and unre

ſtrained in the relations of nations with each

other, where it is not checked , as in a ſtate

of
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of civilization, by the coercive power of the

law, one may well be aſtoniſhed that the word

right has not yet been totally aboliſhed from

war-politics as a pedantic word, and that a ſtate

has not yet been found bold enough openly to

profeſs this doctrine. For hitherto Grotius,

Puffendorf, Wattel , and other uſeleſs and in

potent defenders of the rights of nations, have

been conſtantly cited in juſtification of war ;

though their code, purely philofophic or diplo

matic, has never had the force of law , and

cannot obtain it ; ſtates not being as yet ſub

jected to any coercive power. There is no

inſtance where their reaſonings, ſupported by

ſuch reſpectable authorities, have induced a

ftate to defiſt from its pretenſions. However

this homage which all ſtates render to the prin

ciple of right, if even conſiſting only in words,

is a proof of a moral diſpoſition, which, though

ftill ſlumbering, tends nevertheleſs vigorouſly to

ſubdue in man that evil principle, of which he

cannot entirely diveſt himſelf. For otherwiſe

ſtates would never pronounce the word right,

when going to war with each other ; it were

then ironically, as a Gallic prince interpreted it .

66 It is,” ſaid he, “ the prerogative nature has

“ given to the ſtronger, to make himſelf obeyed

" by the weaker."

However,
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However, the field of battle is the only

tribunal before which ſtates plead their cauſe ;

but victory, by gaining the ſuit, does not decide

in favour of their cauſe . Though the treaty

of peace puts an end to the preſent war, it does

not aboliſh a ſtate of war (a ſtate where con- .

tinually new pretences for war are found ) ;

which one cannot affirm to be unjuft, ſince

being their own judges, they have no other

means of terminating their differences. The

law of nations cannot even force them , as the

law . of nature obliges individuals to get free

from this ſtate of war, ſince having already a

legal conſtitution , as ſtates , they are ſecure

againſt every foreign compulſion, which might

tend to eſtabliſh among them a more extended

conftitutional order.

Since, however, from her higheſt tribunal of

moral legiſlation , reaſon without exception con

demns war as a mean of right, and makes a ſtate

of peace an abſolute duty ; and ſince this peace

cannot be effected or be guaranteed without a

compact among nations, they muſt form an

alliance of a peculiar kind, which might be

called a pacific alliance ( foedus pacificum ) different

from a treaty of peace ( paflum pacis) ina!much

as it would for ever terminate all wars, whereas

the latter only finiſhes one. This alliance does

not
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not tend to any dominion over a ſtate, but

ſolely to the certain maintenance of the liberty

of each particular ſtate, partaking of this aſſo

ciation, without being therefore obliged to ſub

'mit , like men in a ſtate of nature, to the legal

conſtraint of public force . It can be proved,

that the idea of a federation , which ſhould inſen

fibly extend to all ſtates, and thus lead them to

a perpetual peace, may be realized . For if

fortune ſhould ſo direct, that a people as power

ful as enlightened, ſhould conſtitute itſelf into a

republic (a government which in its nature

inclines to a perpetual peace) from that time

there would be a centre for this federative

aſſociation ; other ſtates might adhere thereto ,

in order to guarantee their liberty according to

the principles of public right ; and this alliance

might inſenſibly be extended .

That a people ſhould ſay, “ There ſhall not

66 be war among us : we will form ourſelves

“ into a ſtate ; that is to ſay, we will ourſelves

“ eſtabliſh a legiſlative, executive, and judi

“ ciary power, to decide our differences," — can

be conceived.

But if this ſtate ſhould ſay, “ There ſhall not

“ be war between us and other ſtates, although

66 we do not acknowledge a ſupreme power,

E 66 that
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36 that guarantees our reciprocal rights ;” upon

what then can this confidence in one's rights be

founded, except it is upon this free federation,

this ſupplement of the ſocial compact, which

reaſon neceſſarily aſſociates with the idea of

public right.

The expreſſion of public right, taken in a

ſenſe of right of war, preſents properly no idea

to the mind ; ſince thereby is underſtood a power

of deciding right, not according to univerſal

laws, which reſtrain within the ſame limits all

individuals, but according to partial maxims,

namely, by force. Except one would wiſh to

inſinuate by this expreſſion, that it is right, that

men who admit ſuch principles ſhould deſtroy

each other, and thus find perpetual peace only

in the vaſt grave that ſwallows them and their

iniquities .

At the tribunal of reaſon , there is but one

mean of extricating ſtates from this turbulent

ſituation, in which they are conſtantly menaced

with war ; namely, to renounce, like individuals,

the anarchic liberty of ſavages, in order to ſub

mit themſelves to coercive laws, and thus form .

a ſociety of nations ( civitas gentium ) which would

inſenſibly embrace all the nations of the earth.

But as the ideas which they have of public right,

abſolutely
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abſolutely prevent the realization of this plan ,

and make them reject in practice what is true in

theory, there can only be ſubſtituted, to the

poſitive idea of an univerſal republic (if all is

not to be loft) the negative ſupplement of a

permanent alliance, which prevents war, inſen

fibly ſpreads, and ſtops the torrent of thoſe

unjuft and inhuman paſſions, which always

threaten to break down this fence * .

“ Furor impius intus fremit horridus ore cruento .”

VIRGIL.

1

It would not ill become a people that has juſt termi

nated a war, to order, beſides their thankſgiving -day, a

ſolemn faft, in order to aſk forgiveneſs of God for the crime

the nation has juſt committed, and which the human race ſtill

goes on to perpetrate, for refufing to live with other nations

in legal order ; to which , jealous of a proud independence ,

it prefers the barbarous means of war, without being able

to obtain thereby what it deſires, the ſecure enjoyment of its

rights. The thankſgivings which are rendered during the

war, the hymns that are chanted by us , like true Ifraelites,

to the God of hofts, are glaringly inconſiſtent with the

moral idea of the Father of men ; they announce a culpable

indifference for the principles, which nations ought to obſerve

in the defence of their rights , and expreſs an infernal joy

at having ſain a multitude of men , or annihilated their

happineſs.

THIRD
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THIRD DEFINITIVE ARTICLE FOR A PER

PETUAL PEACE .

THE coſmopolitical right ſhall be limited

to conditions of univerſal hoſpitality.

In this article, as well as in the preceding

ones, it is a queſtion of right, not of philan

thropy. Hoſpitality there ſignifies ſolely the

right'every ſtranger has of not being treated as

an enemy in the country in which he arrives.

One may refuſe to receive him, if it can be

done without endangering his exiſtence; but dares

not act hoftily towards him , ſo long as he does

not offend any one. The queſtion is not about

the right of being received and admitted into the

houſe of an individual : this benevolent cuſtom

demanding particular conventions. One ſpeaks

here only of the right all men have, of demand

ing of others to be admitted into their ſociety ;

a right founded upon that of the common pof

ſeſſion of the ſurface of the earth, whoſe ſpheri

cal form obliges them to ſuffer others to ſubſiſt

contiguous to them , becauſe they cannot diſperſe

themſelves to an indefinite diſtance, and becauſe

originally one has not a greater right to a country

than another. The ſea and uninhabitable deſarts

divide
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divide the ſurface of the globe ; but the ſhip and

the camel, that veſſel of the deſart, re -eſtabliſh

the communication and facilitate the right which

the human ſpecies all poffefs, of profiting in

common by its ſurface. The inhoſpitality of the

inhabitants of the coaſts ( for inſtance of the

coaſt of Barbary) their cuſtom of taking the

veſſels in the neighbouring ſeas, or that of

reducing to ſlavery the unhappy wretches ſhip

wrecked on their ſhores; the barbarous practice

which in their fandy deſarts the Bedouin Arabs

exerciſe of pillaging all thoſe who approach their

wandering tribes ; all theſe cuſtoms then are

contrary to the right of nature, which, never

theleſs, in ordaining hoſpitality, was contented

with fixing the conditions on which one may

endeavour to form connections with the inha

bitants of a country . ' In this manner diſtant

regions may contract amicable relations with

each other, ſanctioned in the end by public

laws, and thus inſenſibly mankind may approach

towards a coſmopolitical conſtitution.

At how great a diſtance from this perfection

are the civilized nations, and eſpecially the com

mercial nations of Europe ? At what an exceſs

of injuſtice do we not behold them arrived,

when they diſcover ſtrange countries and nations ?

(which with them is the ſame thing as to con

quer),
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quer). America, the countries inhabited by the

negroes, the Spice Iſands, the Cape, &c. were

to them countries without proprietors, for the

inhabitants they counted as nothing. Under

pretext of eſtabliſhing factories in Hindoftan ,

they carried thither foreign troops, and by their

means oppreſſed the natives, excited wars among

the different ſtates of that vaſt country ; ſpread

famine, rebellion, perfidy, and the whole deluge

of evils that afflict mankind, among them .

The Chineſe and Japaneſe, whom experience

has taught to know the Europeans, wiſely refuſe

their entry into the country , though the former

permit their approach, which the latter grant to

one European nation only, the Dutch ; ſtill,

however, excluding them like captives from

every communication with the inhabitants . The

worſt, or to ſpeak with the moraliſt, the beſt of

the matter is, that all theſe outrages are to no

purpoſe ; that all the commercial companies,

guilty of them , touch upon the inſtant of their

ruin ; that the fugar iſlands, that den of ſlavery

the moſt refined and cruel, produce no real

revenue, and are profitable only indire &tly,

ſerving views not very laudable, namely, to

form failors for the navies, conſequently to

carry on war in Europe ; which ſervice they

render to powers who boaſt the moſt of piety,

and
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and who, whilſt they drink iniquity like water,

pretend to equal the elect in point of orthodoxy.

The connections, more or leſs near, which

have taken place among the nations of the

earth, having been carried to that point, that a

violation of rights, committed in one place, is

felt throughout the whole, the idea of a coſmo

political right can no longer paſs for a fantaſtic

exaggeration of right ; but is the laſt ſtep of

perfection neceſſary to the tacit code of civil

and public right ; theſe ſyſtems at length con

ducting towards a public right of men in general,

and towards a perpetual peace, but to which one

cannot hope continually to advance, except by

means of the conditions here indicated.

SUPPL E M E N T.

SUPPLEMENT THE FIRST.OF THE GUARAN

TEE FOR A PERPETUAL PEACE .

TH

HE guarantee of this treaty is nothing

leſs than the great and ingenious artiſt,

nature ( natura dedala rerum ). Her mechanical

march evidently announces the grand aim of

producing
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producing among men, againſt their intention,

harmony from the very boſom of their diſcords.

Hence it is that we call it deſtiny, viewing it as a

cauſe abſolute in its effects, but unknown as to

the laws of its operations. But the regular order

which we obſerve in the courſe of the events of

this world, makes us call it Providence, inaſmuch

as we diſcern in her the profound wiſdom of a

fuperior cauſe, which predetermines the courſe

of fate, and makes it tend to the final purpoſe

of human exiſtence . It is true, we do not

diſcover this providence in the methodical ar

rangements of nature, nor can we by reaſonings

deduce it therefrom ; we can only ſuppoſe it, which

we do, as often as we refer the modes of things

to ſome end . We ſtand even in need of this

ſuppoſition to form to ourſelves an idea of the

poſſibility of an order of nature, analagous to

the operations of human art . The idea of a

relation of this mechaniſm to the moral end

which reaſon immediately preſcribes, though raſh

in theory, is a well founded truth in practice ;

for inſtance, by making this phyſical order of

nature ſerve towards the realization of the duty

of a perpetual peace. Since reaſon cannot apply

the relations of cauſes and effects, to any other

abjects, than ſuch as experience has made known

to us, it is more modeſt and conformable to the

limits
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limits of the human underſtanding, to employ

the word nature, when theory and not religion is

the queſtion, preferably to that of Providence,

which intimates a pretended knowledge of its

myſteries, and a flight as temerarious as that

of Icarus, towards the fanctuary of its impe

netrable deſigns.

Before we determine the manner in which

nature guarantees a perpetual peace, it will be

neceſſary to examine the ſituation in which ſhe

places the beings that figure upon this vaſt ſtage,

and the meaſures ſhe has taken to render this

peace neceſſary to them.

Theſe are her preparatory arrangements.

I. She has in every climate provided for

the exiſtence of man.

II . She has by means of war diſperſed

them , in order to populate the moſt inhoſpitable

regions.

III . She has, by the ſame means, compelled

them to contract relations more or leſs legal .

That in the vaſt plains which border the icy

ſea, the moſs however grows, which the rein

deer digs from beneath the ſnow , in order to

make itſelf ſubſervient to the nouriſhment or to

the conveyance of the Ofic or the Samoied ;

that the faline fandy deſarts ſhould contain the

camel , which appears created for the very pur
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poſe of traverſing them , is already wonderful ,

Still more clearly marked does this end appear

in the care nature has taken to place on the

ſhores of the icy fea, beſides the animals covered

with furs, ſeals and whales, whoſe fleſh ſerves

as food and whoſe fat as firing to the inhabitants.

But the maternal providence of nature is moſt

wonderfully manifeſted by the fingular manner

in which ſhe furniſhes ( in a manner not well

known) thoſe countries deſtitute of vegetation

with wood , without which the inhabitants could

have neither canoes , weapons, or huts ; being,

beſides, too much occupied with defending

themſelves againſt the wild beaſts,' to live in

peace with each other.
But probably it was

war alone which carried them into theſe climates.

The firſt inſtrument of war was without doubt

the horſe, being tamed and trained up for com

bat when the earth began to be peopled with

inhabitants. The elephant ſerved in later times

to the luxury of ſtates already formed. As

alſo the culture of divers forts of corn , origi

naily herbs now unknown ; and the increaſe and

improvement of fruit trees, by tranſplanting and

ingrafting them , ſince primæval Europe pro

duced only wild apple and pear trees ; theſe

operations then could only take place after an

eſtabliſhed conſtitution ſecured to every pro

prictor
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prietor the enjoyment of his poſſeſſions. But

before this could take place, it was neceſſary

that men who at firſt fubfifted in a ſtate of

anarchic liberty, either by the chace or the

fiſhery , ſhould have paſſed from the paſtoral

life to a life of agriculture ; , that falt and iron

ſhould be diſcovered (probably the two firſt

objects of commerce between different nations)

to produce among them pacific relations, and to

.contract, even with the moſt diſtant, ſome rela

tions of convention and ſociety.

Now as nature has provided an exiſtence for

men in every part of the earth , ſhe inſiſts upon

their living in every part ; and ſo deſpotic is

this her will , that they obey it even againſt their

inclination, and without being forced to it by

any moral law. War is the only means ſhe

employs to obtain this end. By this means ſhe

has ſeparated people, whoſe identity of language

proclaims that of their origin . We find the

Samoiedes on the coaſts of the icy ſea ſpeak

the mongul language of the inhabitants of the

Altáiſh mountains, ſituated two hundred miles

from them ; between theſe two we find a mongul

nation of horſemen , and of courſe warlike ; is

it not probable that the latter ſhould have driven

the former into theſe inhoſpitable icy lands, into

which they would certainly not have penetrated

from
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from inclination ? It is the ſame with the Fin

landers, who, in the northern extremity of

Europe, are called Laplanders. They have

been ſeparated by the Goths and Salmatians

from the Hungarians, whoſe language is the ſame

with theirs. What can have carried into the

north of America the Eſquimaux , that race of

men ſo entirely different from all other nations

of the new world, deſcended perhaps from ſome

European adventurers ; and into the ſouth the

Peſheras as far as to the fire iſland, if it was not

war, of which nature makes uſe to people all

the earth ?

As to war 'itſelf, it requires no particular

motive ; it appears ingrafted on human nature ;

it paſſes even for an act of greatneſs, to which

the love of glory alone, without any other

motive, impels. Thus, among the ſavages of

America, as among the Europeans in the times

of chivalry, military valour obtained great

honours, not only during war, which would be

juſt, but alſo when in order to ſignalize itſelf it

undertakes war ; ſo that a kind of dignity is

attached to war itſelf, and that philoſophers are

found who commend it as a noble prerogative

of humanity, forgetting this ſentence of a Greek :

66 War is an evil, inaſmuch as it produces more

66 wicked men than it takes off . ”

Enough
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1

Enough has been ſaid of the meaſures nature

takes to lead mankind, conſidering them as they

compoſe a claſs of animals, to the end ſhe has

propofed to herſelf.

We have now to examine what is moft

eſſential relatively to a perpetual peace, that

is to ſay, what nature has done with regard to

it ; how ſhe favours the moral views of man,

and guarantees the execution of the laws reaſon

preſcribes to him ; ſo that whatever man ſhould

do freely, according to the civil , public, and

coſmopolitical right, if he neglects it , he ſhall

be forced to do it, by a conſtraint of nature,

without prejudice to his liberty .

When I ſay nature wills that this or that

arrive, this does not mean that ſhe makes it a

duty to us ; it is practical reaſon alone that can

preſcribe laws to free beings without conſtraining

them ; but it means, that nature does it herſelf,

whether we will or no .

« Fata volentem ducunt, nolentem trahunt."

I. If even inteſtine diſcords were not to

force a people to ſubmit to the conſtraint of

laws, they would be compelled thereto by the

external means of war ; 'nature having placed,

as has already been ſeen , by the ſide of each

people, another neighbouring people, which

preſſes
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preſſes upon it , and obliges it to form itſelf

into a ſtate , in order to form a power capable

of oppoſing the enterpriſes of the other. Now

as a republican conſtitution is the only one that

is entirely conformable to the rights of man, it

is alſo the moſt difficult to eſtabliſh and to

maintain ; ſo much ſo, that it has been ſaid it

required angels, and not men under the domi

nion of intereſted inclinations, to realize a form

of
government fo fublime . But nature employs

theſe intereſted inclinations themſelves, to give

to the general will, with the reſpect due to

reaſon, upon which it is founded , the efficacious

praciice it ſtands in need of. The queſtion is,

only fo to organize a ſtate (and this is certainly

not beyond the power of mortals) that the action

and re -action of theſe various inclinations either

annihilates or moderates their injurious effect,

and by rendering it null to reaſon , force man to

be, if not a good moral being, at leaſt a good

citizen .

The problem of a conſtitution is folvable

even to a nation of devils ( I ſhall be forgiven

what is offenſive in the expreſſion ) if this people

is but endowed with underſtanding. “ A mul

66 titude of reaſonable beings deſire for their

“ preſervation univerſal laws, though every one

among
them has a ſecret inclination to exempt

66 himſelf
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66 himſelf from the obſervance of them . A con

66 ftitution muſt therefore be given them , that ſo

“ confines their individual paſſions, one by

means of the other, that, in their public con

« duct, their effect becomes as inconſiderable

as if they had not theſe hoſtile diſpoſitions.”

A problem like this muſt be ſolvable. It does

not require that one ſhould obtain the deſired

effect of a moral reform in man . It only

demands that one ſhould derive advantage from

the mechaniſm
of nature , in order fo to direct

the oppoſition
of perſonal intereſts, that all the

individuals
who compoſe a nation ſhould con

ſtrain one another to range themſelves
beneath

the coercive power of a legiſlation, and thus

introduce a pacific ſtate of legiſlation.

However imperfect the organization of the

exiſting ſtates may be, they nevertheleſs give us

a proof of what has been advanced. They ap

proach in ſome degree to what the idea of right

exacts in their external conduct, though the

intrinſic principles of morality do certainly not

contribute towards it , nor can they contribute

towards it, as it is not for morality to lead to a

good conſtitution , but for this latter to produce

the moral reform in man . The example here

cited fufficiently ſhews that the mechaniſm of

nature, according to which the intereſted pro

penſities
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penſities ought to defeat each other even in their

effects, may ſerve reaſon as the means of pro

curing to the principle of right the ſovereignty

to which it tends, and to the ſtate the eſtabliſh

ment and fure maintenance of an external and

even internal peace .

Here nature in an abſolute manner wills that

right ſhould at length obtain the victory. What

one neglects to do, ſhe does herſelf, though by

very unpleaſant means .

“ Vans pliez d'un roſeau le fragile ſoutien ;

« Courbez trop ,
il
rompra . Qui veut trop, ne veut

“ rien .”

BOUTERWECK.

II . The idea of the law of nations ſuppoſes

the reciprocal independence of ſeveral neigh

bouring and ſeparate ſtates; and although this

ſituation is in itſelf a ſtate of war, if a federative

union prevents not hoſtilities, reaſon yet prefers

this co -exiſtence of ſtates to their union under

one ſuperior power to the reſt, which would at

length end in an univerſal monarchy. For the

laws always loſe in energy what the government

gains in extent ; and a deſpotiſm , which, deſtroy

ing the minds , ftifles the germs of every good,

and ſooner or later degenerates into anarchy.

However there is no ſtate, the chief of which

does not deſire to ſecure to himſelf a conſtant

ftatc
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ſtate of peace by the conqueſt of the whole

univerſe, if it were poſſible. But nature oppoſes

this : ſhe employs two means in order to prevent

nations from mixing one with another, a diver

ſity of language and religion * .

It is true, this variety contains the germ of

reciprocal hatred, and furniſhes even frequently

a pretext for war : but in proportion as men

come nearer in their principles, in conſequence

of progreſs in their civilization , the difference

of language and of religions leads to and fecures

a well -founded peace, not like that of deſpotiſm ,

upon
the grave of liberty and by means of the

extinction of all power, but by the equilibrium

they maintain with each other in ſpite of the

conteſt reſulting from their diverſity .

* Diverſity of religion : a very ſingular expreſſion ! It

is preciſely as if one fpake of a diverſity of morals. There

may
be different kinds of hiſtorical faith attached to relative

events, not to religion , but to its eſtabliſhment, and which

appertain to the juriſdiction of the learned ; there may like

wiſe be different books of religion ( the Zendavefta, the

Veda, the Koran, &c. ) but there is only one religion, true

for all men and all times. Theſe can therefore be only

accidental means, which ſerve as a vehicle to religion , and

change according to times and places .

G If
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If nature wiſely ſeparates nations, which

every ſtate would ſeek to combine, by artifice

or force, and even according to the principles of

the law of nations; who, on the other hand,

through the intereſted fpirit of all nations, pro

duces an union betwecn them , which the idea of

the coſinopolitical right alone would not have

fufficiently ſecured from war and violence. It

is the ſpirit of commerce that ſooner or later

takes hold of cvery nation, and is incompatible

with war : the power of money being that which

of all others gives the greateſt ſpring to ſtates,

they find themſelves obliged to labour at the

noble work of peace, though without any moral

view ; and inſtantly ſeek to ſtifle , by mediations,

war, in whatever part it may break out, as if

for this purpoſe they had contracted a perpetual

alliance ; great aſſociations in a war are naturally

rare , and leſs frequently ſtill ſucceſsful . It is in

this manner that nature , by means of the human

propenſities, guarantees a perpetual peace ; and

though the aſſurance which ſhe gives us thereof

is not ſufficient to predict theoretically, yet it

prevents us from regarding it as a chimerical

aim , and makes it thereby a duty in us to con

tribute towards it .

SUPPLEMENT
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SUPPLEMENT THE SECOND.SECRET ARTICLE

FOR A PERPETUAL PEACE .

IT would be contradictory to enter into

the procedures of public right, a ſecret article ,

as to its object; though it may well contain

ſecrets ſubjectively, as to the quality of the

perſons who dictate them ; theſe perhaps fearing

to expoſe their dignity, if openly they ſhould

declare themſelves the authors. The only article

of that kind is the following : “ The maximns

“ of philoſophers, on the conditions which ren

6 der a perpetual peace poſſible, ſhall be con

6 ſulted by thoſe ſtates armed for war.”

But it appears humiliating for the legiſlative

authority of a ſtate, to whom naturally the

greateſt wiſdom is attributed, to be informed of

the rules to be obſerved in the relations with

other ſtates, by the philoſophers, its ſubjects,

Nevertheleſs, it is neceſſary to conſult them .

The ſtate, therefore, tacitly invites them to give

their opinion : namely, by keeping ſecret the

intention of following them, it permits their

freely publiſhing the general maxims reſpecting

peace and war ; for they will not fail to ſpeak

if ſilence is not impoſed upon them . Nor does

it
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it require, to agree on this point, a particular

convention of ſtates, ſince the obligation which

thereby is impoſed, is derived from the univerſal

principles of legiſlative reaſon.

However, it is not claimed that the ſtate

ſhould give the preference to the principles of

the philoſopher over the deciſions of the lawyer,

this repreſentative of the ſovereign ; it is only

aſked, that he may be heard. The lawyer, who

for his fymbol has choſen , beſides the balance

of right, the ſword of juſtice, does not always

employ this latter ſolely for the purpoſe of

removing from the former all foreign influence ;

but if one of the ſcales leans not to his mind,

he adds the ſword ; ( via vićtis !) a temptation

to which the lawyer often finds himſelf expoſed ,

becauſe he is not always philoſopher enough,

even morally ſo . His vocation leads him to

apply poſitive laws, and not to examine whether

they ſtand in need of reform . And though his

functions are by this very circumſtance evidently

inferior, nevertheleſs, as the faculty of right

is inveſted with power, like that of theology

and medicine, the lawyer aſſigns one of the firſt

ranks to his . The faculty of philoſophers is

by theſe coaleſced powers forced to be content

with a much inferior place. Philoſophy, they

fay, is but the ſervant of theology, and the

other
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other faculties ſay as much . But one takes

great care not to examine whether ſhe precedes

her miſtreſs, with the flambeau in her hand, or

whether ſhe bears her train .

That kings ſhould become philoſophers, or

philoſophers kings, can ſcarce be expected ; nor

is it to be wiſhed , ſince the enjoyment of power

inevitably corrupts the judgment of reaſon , and

perverts its liberty . But that kings, or people

kings, that is to ſay, the people who govern

themſelves by laws of equality, ſhould not ſuffer

that the claſs of philoſophers be reduced to

diſappear, or to maintain ſilence, but, on the

contrary, ſhould permit them to be freely heard.

This is what the well adminiſtration of a govern

ment exacts ; which can never be ſufficiently

enlightened. Beſides, the claſs of philoſophers,

incapable by its nature to betray truth, or to be

inſtrumental to the intereſted views of leaders

and clubbiſts, runs not the riſk of being ſuſpected

of propagandiſm .

APPENDIX,
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Α Ρ Ρ Ε Ν DI X.

P ART I.

ON THE OPPOSITION WHICH EXISTS BETWEEN

MORALITY AND POLITICS , WITH RESPECT /

TO THE SUBJECT OF A PERPETUAL PEACE .

OR

MO RALITY has already in itſelf a

practical object, it being the ſum of the

abſolute laws according to which we ought to

act. It is abſurd to grant to the idea of duty

all its authority, and yet pretend that it cannot

be fulfilled, which would annihilate the very idea

of duty (ultra Ple, nemo obligatur ), Politics,

inaſmuch as it is a practical juriſprudence,

cannot therefore be in contradiction to morality ,

conſidered as the theory of right (that is to

ſay, there is no oppoſition between the theory

and the practice ); unleſs by morality were meant

the ſum of the rules of prudence, or the theory

of the moſt proper means to accompliſh the

views of ſelf-intereſt ; i. e. except every idea of

morality were entirely rejected.

Policy
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Policy fays, “ Be wiſe as ſerpents ; ” morality

adds thereto the reſtriction : “ and harmleſs (with

out falſehood ) as doves. ” If the one is incom

patible with the other in the ſame precept, policy

is really in oppoſition to morality ; but if theſe

two qualities ought abſolutely to be united, the

idea of contrariety is abſurd, and the queſtion, how

are politics to be reconciled with morality ? can

no longer be propoſed as problematical . Though

this propoſition, “ honeſty is the beſt policy ,” an

nounces a theory, too frequently , alas ! contra

dicted by experience ; yet no objection will ever

overthrow this : honeſty is better than all policy,

and is even an effential condition of it . The tute

lary divinity of morality yields not to Jupiter ;

this god of power is alſo ſubject to deſtiny :

i. e. reaſon is not ſufficiently enlightened, in

order to embrace the entire ſeries of predeter

mining cauſes ; the knowledge of which would

alone enable it to foreſee with certainty the

happy or unhappy effects, which , according to

the mechaniſm of nature, muſt reſult from human

actions (though we know enough to hope that

they will be conformable to our wiſhes) . But

what we have to do in order to remain faithful

to duty, and to obſerve the rules of wiſdom ,

which is the end of reafon , ſhe furniſhes us all

with fufficient inſtruction to diſcern .

Now
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Now the ſtateſman , to whom morality is

mere theory, although he acknowledges the

duty and the poflibility of its execution, never

theleſs cruelly aims to raviſh from us the con

ſoling hope of its realization ; ſuch is the

nature of man , he ſays, that he will never

defire what would be neceſſary to effect a per

petual peace.

It is doubtleſs not enough , in order to accom

pliſh it, that cach individual ſhould deſire to

live according to the principles of liberty in a

legal conſtitution, or to make uſe of ſcholaſtic

terms; that there be diſtributive unity of the

will of all , it is likewiſe neceſſary that there

be collective unity of the will of all in behalf

of this condition . Not the diſperſed individuals,

but the organs by which they co-operate as a

body, form the civil ſociety into a whole. Not

the ſum or balance of the volitions of the ſeveral

monads conſtitute the general will , but thoſe

volitions alone taken by the concert of all . It

is neceſſary then that a cauſe of union aſſemble

the individual wills of all , for there to be a

general will . Now , no individual being able

to effect this union, ſince he poſſeſſes only

one particular will , there will remain no other

mean of realizing in practice the idea of a con

ftitutional ſtate, than force, upon which the

public
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public right is afterwards founded . Though

one cannot but expect very ſtriking contraſts

between the execution of this idea and the

theory ; ſince one can ſcarcely hope to find in the

legiſlator morality enough to induce him to com

mit to the general will the eſtabliſhment of a

conſtitution , after having formed a nation of a

horde of ſavages. It will then be ſaid, he who

has the power in his own hands will not ſuffer

the people to preſcribe laws for him. A ſtate ,

once arrived at independence, will not ſubmit

to the deciſion of other ſtates, the manner in

which it ought to maintain its rights againſt them .

One
part of the world, that feels itſelf fuperior

to another, will not neglect to increaſe its power

by ſubduing its inferior in ſtrength ; and thus

vaniſh all the delightful plans of civil, public,

and coſmopolitical right, in chimerical theories :

whereas, a practice founded upon principles

deduced from a knowledge of human nature,

and which bluſhes not to borrow its maxims

from the uſages of the world, can alone hope to

place the ſtructure of its politics upon a firm

baſis.

It muſt be confeſſed , that if there is neither

liberty nor moral law deriving from it ; if all

that happens and may happen is but a ſimple

mechaniſm of nature ; all practical ſcience may

H be
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be reduced to politics, i.e. to the art of emri

ploying this mechaniſm for the governing of

men : the idea of duty will then be only a

chimera . But if, on the contrary, to combine

this idea with politics appears indiſpenſable, even

as a neceſſary condition of it, the poſſibility of

their combination muſt be confeſſed. Now I

can very eaſily repreſent to myſelf a moral

politician, i.e. a ſtateſman , who might only act

according to the principles avowed by morality ;

whereas I cannot conceive the idea of a political

moraliſt, who adapts morality to the intereſts

of the ſtateſman .

The principle of the moral politician will be,

that if defects have ſlipt either into the conſtitu

tion of a ſtate , or into the relations of ſtates

with one another, it is principally the duty of

chiefs to make inſtantly ſuch amendments as are

conformable to the natural right founded on rea

fon ; were they even to ſacrifice their own intereſts

to theſe changes. This does not imply, that they

ſhould violently tear the bonds of ſociety, civil

and cofinopolitical, even before they have a

better form to fubftitute to the old one ; an

operation no leſs rude than diſapproved of by

morality as well as politics : but we may demand

of governors , to have conſtantly in view the

duty of bringing about theſe reforms, and by

continual
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continual advancements to lead towards the beſt

poſſible conſtitution . A ſtate may have a re

publican government even then , when a deſpotic

power is ſtill ſuffered to exiſt, till the nation at

length yields to the influence of the authority of

law alone, as to any phyſical power, and be

comes capable of being its own law-giver, as its

primitive rights demand. Even when a violent

revolution, neceſſitated by a defective govern

ment, has introduced , by unjuſt means, a better

order of things; it would no longer be per

mitted to lead the people back towards their

ancient conſtitution, though every one of thoſe

who, during the revolution, have ſhared in it,

openly or ſecretly have juſtly incurred the chaf

tiſement due to rebellion. As to the external

relations of ftates, it cannot be pretended that a

nation ſhould renounce its conſtitution (were it

even deſpotic, and conſequently moſt formidable

to foreign enemies) ſo long as it is expoſed to

the danger of being ſwallowed up by other

ftates. This reform muſt then be deferred till

a more favourable epocha *:

It

Theſe are the permiſſive laws given by reaſon. The

abolition of an unjuſt right may be delayed , till every thing

becomes of itſelf ripe for a reform , or till maturity has b en

produced by peaceable means. A conftitution , however im

perfect,
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It may be, that the deſpotic moraliſts violate

more than once the political rules, in the mea

ſures they adopt or propoſe, with too great preci,

pitation : however, experience will ſoon lead

them back to nature. Whereas, political mora

liſts, who, by queſtioning the faculty of human

nature to obey moral reaſon, favour ſtate maxims

contrary to right, and in reality ſtrive to render

all reform impoſſible, and to perpetuate the vio

lation of right.

So far from poſſeſſing this practical ſcience

which they boaſt of, theſe expert politicians have

only the cunning of buſineſs ; ſolely occupied in

flattering the ruling power, becauſe their per

fonal intereſt is benefited by it ; they ſacrifice the

nation, and would (if they were able) ſubvert

the whole world . This is what happens to all

lawyers by profeſſion, who are not occupied

in legiſlation. Without reaſoning upon the laws,

perfect, is yet preferable to the ſtate of anarchy that would

infallibly reſult from a precipitate reform . Political wiſdom

will therefore make it a duty to reform the actual ſtate of

things upon the ideas of public right ; but it will not employ

revolutions , which the nature of things brings on to autho

rize an oppreſſion ſtill more tyrannical ; on the contrary , it

will profit by them to eſtabliſh , by ſolid reforms and upon

principles of freedom , a legal conſtitution, the only one

durable .

they
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they are obliged to execute them ; the laſt which

appear then are always the beſt to them , and

nothing can induce them to deviate from the

mechanical order to which they are accuſtomed .

Nevertheleſs, the facility which they have ac

quired of adapting themſelves to all circum

ſtances, inſpires them with the vanity of believing

that they can likewiſe judge of the univerſal

principles of right and of government.

The multiplicity of their connections cauſes

them to acquire the knowledge of a great num

ber of men, and they take this knowledge for

that of man, though it is very different, and

though, to obtain the latter, it is neceſſary to

contemplate man and his faculties in a more

elevated point of view. Proud of their ſpirit

of obſervation , do they aſpire to civil and

public right ? They will be able to carry thither

only the ſpirit of chicane ; they will apply their

mechanical mode of proceeding even there ,

where deſpotic laws have no exiſtence, and where

reaſon tolerates no other conſtraint than that of

a legal liberty, the ſole and only foundation of a

conftitution which can guarantee right. Upon

this the practitioner in the law reflects very

little ; he fancies himſelf able to fetch his notions

from experience ; and , without having need of

principles of reaſon, he applies to the conftitu

tions
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tions which have hitherto paſſed for the beſt,

though they are almoſt all contrary to right, to

obtain the idea of the beſt poſſible conſtitution .

Theſe are ſome of the maxims of a fophift

which he implicitly follows, and to which may

be reduced almoſt all his ſkill .

1. Fac et excufa. Seize every favourable

opportunity of uſurping a right over thy own

ftate, or a neighbouring ſtate. After the aclion,

its juſtification may be made with greater eaſe

and elegance (eſpecially in the firſt caſe, where

the ſupreme power is at the fame time the legiſla

tor, whoſe will muſt be implicitly obeyed ) . It

is far more convenient to commit an act of vio

lence, and afterwards excuſe it , than laboriouſly

to conſider of convincing arguments, and loſing

time in liſtening to objections. This very
bold

neſs itſelf indicates a ſort of conviction of the

legitimacy of the action , and the God of ſucceſs

(Bonus Eventus) is afterwards the beſt advocate.

II . Si feciſti nega. Deny whatever thou

haft committed. For inſtance, if thou haſt re

duced thy people to deſpair, and thus to rebel

lion, do not confeſs it was through thy fault .

Place all to the account of the ſtubbornneſs of

thy ſubjects. If thou haſt taken poſſeſſion of a

neighbouring ſtate, maintain that the fault lies

in the nature of man, who, if he is not antici

pated ,
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pated, will certainly ſeize upon the fortunes of

another.

III . Divide et impera. If there exiſts among

a people certain privileged chiefs, who have con

ferred upon thee ſovereign power ( primus inter

pares) ſet them at variance with each other,

embroil them with the people. Favour the latter,

and promiſe them more liberty, and all will

ſoon depend on thy will . Or if thy views extend

to foreign ſtates, excite diſcord among them ;

and, under pretence of always aſlifting the weak

er, thou wilt ſoon ſubject them all , one after

the other.

No one, it is true, is now the dupe of theſe

maxims ; they are too univerſally known ſtill to

impoſe. Nor are they bluſhed at , as if their

injuſtice was too glaring. Great powers bluſh

only at the judgment of other great powers, and

not at that of the vulgar. Moreover, their

being all on a par, as to the morality of their

maxims, they bluſh not when they are imputed

to them , but when they employ them without

fuccefs. Political honour ſtill remains to them ,

which cannot be diſputed, namely, theamely, the aggran

dizement of their power, in whatever manner it

may have been effected * .

All

If we fill doubt of the ftock of perverſeneſs which

appears rooted in men , who live in a ſtate of ſociety ; if

even
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All theſe windings, in which an immoral

policy engages to conduct men from a ſtate of

even we impute , with ſome probability , the immoral pheno

menons we now and then perceive in them to a want of

civilization ; this malignity is evidently manifeſted in the

external relations of ſtates. In the interior of a ſtate , it is

veiled by the reſtraint of civil law ; the propenſity towards

reciprocal acts of violence is with the citizen fettered by the

ſuperior power of government. This it is, which not only

cafts over the whole of ſociety an appearance of morality ,

but really facilitates the developement of moral faculties,

by placing a barrier to the efferveſcence of unlawful inclina

tions, and thus prepares men to reſpect right on their own

account. For every one imagines that he could well reſpect

the ſacred idea of right, if he were ſure that others would

not violate it with regard to him. Now the government,

which partly gives this certainty to every one, opens thereby

the path to morality ; and though it produces not reſpect for

the very idea of right, it nevertheleſs conducts to that im

mediate and diſintereſted reſpect, which renders duty obferved

without hopes of a return. It is true , that with the good

opinion every one has of himſelf, he always ſuppoſes his

neighbour guilty of a malicious diſpoſition. From thence

ariſe the continual condemnations of one another, declaring

that in fact none of them are worth much. We ſhall not

here examine from what this general depravation reſults, the

nature of man who is free cannot be accuſed of it . We

ſhall only fay, that as the idea of right, to which no one can

refuſe reſpect, folemnly fanctions the theory, which ſuppoſes

the poſſibility of realizing this idea , every one perceives that

he muſt conform to it ; without troubling himſelf about that

what others may
do .

war,
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war, which is that of nature, to a pacific fitua

tion , prove, at leaſt, that in their perſonal

affinity, or in their public relation , men cannot

reject the idea of right ; that they do not venture

to found politics upon ſimple prudential artifices,

and conſequently do not withdraw themſelves

from the idea of univerſal right ; that, on the

contrary, they pay every poſſible regard to it,

eſpecially in public rights, even at a time they

are inventing numberleſs pretences and palliatives

to eſcape therefrom in practice ; and that, in

fact, they by a groſs error attribute the origin

and maintenance of right to force, aſſiſted by

deceit . Let us put an end, if not to injuſtice

itſelf, at leaſt to the ſophiſms uſed to veil it ;

let us force the perfidious repreſentatives of

power to confeſs that their pleadings are not in

favour of right, but of force, which is diſco

vered in their imperious tone, as if their power

extended even to a command of truth .

To obtain this, let us unveil the impoſture

which deceives the mind ; let us afcend towards

the principle that neceſſitates a perpetual peace ;

and let us ſhew , that the evil which is an obſtacle

to it proceeds from this, that the political moraliſt

begins where the moral politician would properly

end ; and thus, by rendering the principles ſubor

dinate to the end (which is called placing the

I cart
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cart before the horſe) he hurts his own cauſe,

and himſelf prevents the agreement of politics

with morality .

Let us begin with deciding a general queſtion ,

from which depends the uniformity which ought

to reign in practical philoſophy. In order to

ſolve the problem propoſed to practical reaſon,

we muſt begin with examining the material end

propoſed (ſuch as the advantage and happineſs

that would reſult from the action , and which is

the object of the will ) ; or ſhall we, not regard

ing theſe perceptible relations, ſimply attend to

the formal principle, namely, to the condition

under which liberty may be exerciſed outwardly ?

a principle expreſſed by this law : act in ſuch a

manner , that thou mayeſt deſire that the maxim

according to which thou determineſt may
become

a general law (tet the end thou aimeſt at be what

ever it may) .

We muſt undoubtedly begin with the formal

principle ; fince in quality of a principle of right

it contains an abſolute neceſſity ; whereas the

material principle obliges only conditionally,

and under the fole ſuppoſition that one wiſhes to

attain the end in view ; and when this end is

itſelf a duty (as for inſtance perpetual peace)

it muſt however have been deduced from the

formal principle of free actions .

But
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But here, the problem of a civil , public,

and coſmopolitical right, is to the political

moraliſt only a technical problem, whereas it

becomes a moral problem to the moral politician .

Each will have a very different track to follow

for the eſtabliſhment of perpetual peace, con.

ſidered by the one as a ſimple phyſical good ,

but by the other as a ſituation rendered neceſſary

by duty.

The firſt ſtands in need of a very extenſive

acquaintance with nature, ſo as to render its

mechaniſm uſeful to his political end ; notwith

ſtanding the reſult of all his prudence will ſtill

leave a perpetual peace in uncertainty . To be

convinced of this, take a view of the three

ſpecies of public right. What is the moſt proper

means of maintaining a people in obedience and

proſperity ; ſeverity, or the charms of diſtinc

tions flattering to vanity ; the power of one only,

or that of ſeveral chiefs united ; a nobility, or

the power of the people ? Nothing is more un

certain . Hiſtory furniſhes us with inſtances of

the contrary in all forms of government (except

ing that which is truly republican, and which

can alone enter the mind of the moral politi

cian ). Still greater uncertainty exiſts in this

pretended public right, founded upon miniſterial

ordinances : an expreſſion void of ſenſe , mark

ing
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end (the

ing only conventional acts, concluded with a

mental reſtriction of their violation.

Very different is the problem of the moral

politician. The ſolution here, in ſome meaſure,

offers itſelf to the mind ; every one owns its

evidence. It makes the politician bluſh at the

inutility of his manæuvres. It immediately

conducts to the aim, though by an inſenſible

progreſs, and without forcing it by violent pre

cipitation .

It is there ſaid, Seek firſt the reign of pure

practical reaſon and its juſtice, and your

bleſſing of perpetual peace) will neceſſarily

follow . This is the prerogative of morality ,

eſpecially in its principles of public right, con

ſequently in its politics a priori. The leſs it

aims, in its conduct, to the end propoſed , that

is to ſay, the phyſical or moral advantage in

view, the more, nevertheleſs, it leads to it . For

it is the general will regulated a priori, which

determines the right, whether of one people or

of nations among each other. Now, provided

it is conſiſtently put in practice, this union of

the will of all may at the ſame time, through the

mechaniſm of nature, produce the deſired effect,

and contribute towards the realization of the

idea of right.

It
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It is, for inſtance, a principle in moral politics,

that a people ſhall conſtitute itſelf into a ſtate

only according to the ideas of a right of liberty

and equality ; and this principle is not founded

upon prudence but duty. Let the political

moraliſts oppoſe it as much as they pleaſe ; let

them exhauſt themſelves with arguments on the

inefficacy of theſe principles againſt the natural

affections of the members of ſociety ; let them

even allege, in order to ſtrengthen their objec

tions, the example of ancient and modern con

ftitutions, all badly organized (as that of demo

cracies without the repreſentative ſyſtem ) all

their arguments do not merit any attention ;

eſpecially fince they themſelves occaſion perhaps

this vicious morality, whoſe exiſtence they fup

poſe, by their fatal theory, which confounds man

in one and the fame claſs with other living

machines, and which, in order to render him

the moſt wretched of all beings, has only to

take from him the conſciouſneſs of liberty.

The ſentence ſomewhat free, but true, fiat

juftitia, pereat mundus ; i . e . let juſtice reign,

ſhould all the raſcals of the univerſe periſh :

this fentence, which has become a proverb, is

an energetic principle of right, and courageouſly

cuts aſunder the whole tiſſue of artifice or of

force. But it is neceſſary that it be well under

ſtood .
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ftood . It does not authorize one to enforce his

rights with all poſſible rigour ; morality oppoſes

this. It only enjoins the powerful neither to

refuſe nor to extenuate to any one his right

from averſion or commiſeration for others ; this

is what is required on the one hand, by an

interior conſtitution founded upon the principles

of right, and on the other, by a convention with

other ſtates analagous to a coſmopolitical conſti

tution, and tending to regulate their differences

legally. This ſentence only imports, that poli

tical maxims ought not to be founded upon the

proſperity which may be expected to reſult from

them to the ſtate ; that in their eſtabliſhment

attention ought not to be paid to the material

aim , the object of the will of each ſtate , and

which cannot ſerve for a firſt principle to politics,

only when it derives its maxims from experience ;

that ſtate maxims ought to be deduced from the

pure idea of duty, whatever may be the phyſical

conſequences thereof. And certainly, the uni

verſe would not totter if there were fewer

wicked men in it. Such is the eſſential nature

of moral evil, that even the oppoſition of the

views of its partizans inſenſibly deſtroys it, and

that, annihilating itſelf, it by degrees gives place

to the principle of moral good.

Objectively,
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Objectively, or in the theory, there is no

oppoſition between morality and politics . But

it will always exiſt ſubjectively , i. e. in con

ſequence of the 'ſelfiſh propenſity of man ( I

would ſay, in the practice, if this term did not

imply a conduct founded upon the maxims of

reaſon ). And, in reality, this ſtruggle is con

ducive to the exerciſe of virtue .

Tu ne cede malis , fed contra audentior ito.

But the moſt courageous exertion of virtue

conſiſts leſs in this caſe, in defying the evils

inſeparable from this combat, than in detecting

and vanquiſhing within us the bad principle,

whoſe crafty illuſion and treacherous ſophiſms

tend inceffantly to perſuade us that human frailty

juſtifies every crime .

The political moraliſt may in reality ſay : if

the prince and the people, or the people among

themſelves, employ fraud or force in order to

go to war, they do no injuſtice to one another,

though they are guilty of injuſtice in refuſing all

reſpect to the idea of right, which alone could

ferve as the baſis to a perpetual peace. For,

the one failing in his duty towards the other, to

the full as ill-diſpoſed in his regard, it is in

order that they deſtroy one another ; unhappily

there ſtill remains enough of this race to occa

fion
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fion this game to continue to the remoteſt ages,

and to furniſh to pofterity a terrible leſſon.

Providence, which regulates the courſe of the

world , is ſufficiently juſtified by the maintenance

of moral principle, which is never extinct in

man ; for, on the contrary , the continual ad

vances of the human inind progreſlively develope

reaſon, and render it more adapted to realize

the idea of right, conformable to moral prin

ciple, as they render more culpable thoſe who

violate it . There is only the exiſtence and

even the creation of this depraved race which

ſeems incapable of being juſtified by any theo

dicea, if we admit that the human race can

never be meliorated. But we are not permitted

to elevate ourſelves, in our theoretical judg

ments, beyond our ſphere ; and infinite power

is too incomprehenſible for us to preſume to

apply to it our ideas of wiſdom .

Such are the afflicting conſequences reſulting

from a ſyſtem in which the principles of right

are affirmed to be impracticable . It is neceſſary

then to admit their objedive reality ; it is upon

them that the people of each ſtate muſt regulate

their conduct, and the ſtates their reciprocal

relations, however ſpecious the objections may

be which policy deduces from experience.

Thus

for
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Thus true politics can never take a ſtep ,

without having previouſly rendered homage to

morality ; united with this, it is no longer a

difficult or complicated art ; morality cuts the

knot which politics is incapable of untying,

whenever they are in oppoſition to each other.

The rights of man ought to be religiouſly

reſpected, ſhould ſovereigns in rendering it

make the greateſt ſacrifices.. One cannot com

promiſe here between right and utility ; politics

muſt bend the knee before morality ; but by this

means it may alſo expect inſenſibly to attain to

an eminence, where it will ſhine with an immor

tal glory

1

P A R T II.

1

OF THE HARMONY WHICH THE TRANSCEN

DENT IDEA OF RIGHT ESTABLISHES BE

TWEEN POLITICS AND MORALITY.

WHEN Irepreſent to myſelf, according to

the uſage of the lawyers, the public right,

in all its habitudes with the relations of the indivi

duals of a ſtate, and of ſtates among themſelves ; if

K I then
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I then make an abſtraction of all the material of

right, there ſtill remains to me a form , which is

eſſential to it, that of publicity. Without it

there is no juſtice, for one cannot conceive of it

only as being able to be rendered public , there

would be then no longer right, ſince it is founded

only on juſtice. Each juridical claim ought to

be capable of being made public ; and as it is

very eaſy to judge in each caſe , if the principles

of him who acts would bear publicity , this poſ

ſibility itſelf may commodiouſly ſerve as a cri

terion purely intellectual, in order to diſcover

by reaſon alone, the injuſtice of a juridical

pretenſion .

I underſtand by the material of civil and

public right, all what experience alone can make

us add to its idea (ſuch is, for inſtance, the

pretended wickedneſs of human nature, which

neceſſarily requires conſtraint). Let us make

an abſtraction of all that, we then ſhall have a

tranſcendent formula of public right ; here it is :

66 All the actions, relative to the right of

66 another, whoſe maxim is not ſuſceptible of

6 publicity, are unjuſt.”

This principle is not only moral and eſſential

to the doctrine of virtue ; it is likewiſe juridical

and equally reſpects the right of men . For a

maxim which I dare not divulge, without defeat

ing
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ing my own ends, which abſolutely requires

ſecrecy in order to ſucceed, and which I cannot

publicly avow, without arming all others againſt

my projects ; ſuch a maxim can only owe to

the injuſtice with which it menaces them , this

infallible and univerſal oppoſition , of which rea

fon foreſees the abſolute neceſſity.

Beſides, this principle is purely negative ; it

is only ſubfervient to the detection of what is

repugnant to the right of others . There is evi

dence and certitude of axioms, and one may

eaſily make application of them . Some exam

ples drawn from public right go to prove it.

I. In civil right a queſtion occurs, conſi

dered as of very difficult folution, and which

the tranſcendent principle of publicity imme

diately decides ; i. e. if a people act conſiſtently

with right, in ſhaking off by rebellion the yoke of

a tyrant (non titulo, ſed exercitio talis) ? The rights of

the people are violated ; but no wrong is done to

the tyrant by dethroning him ; that is beyond a

doubt. It is not leſs true, that the ſubjects are

in the higheſt degree wrong in purſuing their

right in this manner , and that they cannot com

plain of injuſtice, if, ſubdued in the ſtruggle,

they afterwards ſuffer in conſequence thereof the

ſeverelt puniſhments.

If
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If one wiſhes to decide the queſtion by a

dogmatical deduction of rights, one will argue a

long time for and againſt ; but our tranſcendent

principle of public right frees us from all theſe

difficulties .

According to this principle, a nation would

aſk itſelf, prior to the inſtitution of the ſocial

contract, whether, on a given occaſion , it dare

publiſh the deſign it might entertain of revolting .

It is manifeft that if, in founding a conſtitution ,

a nation reſerved to itſelf the condition of being

able, in a ſuppoſed caſe , to employ force againſt

its chief, it would aſſume a legitimate power over

him ; but then the chief. would ceaſe to be ſo :

or if it was wifhed to make this condition a

clauſe of the conſtitution, this would be impoſ

ſible , and the nation would fail of its end . The

injuſtice of rebellion then is manifeſt, inaſmuch

as publicity would render the maxim impractica

ble which permits it ; by conſequence it would

be neceſſary to keep it ſecret. Now, it would

not be thus with the chief of the ſtate ; he can

boldly declare, that he will inflict the puniſhment

of death upon every author of revolt, even

when the conſpirators might imagine that the

chief has firſt violated the fundamental law of

the civil conſtitution ; the chief muſt enjoy an

irreſiſtible and inviolable power, ſince he could

not
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not have the right to command each, if he had

not the power to protect each againſt the others.

For feeling himſelf inveſted with this power,

he has no longer to fear acting hoſtily to his own

views in making his maxims public. A conſe

quence not leſs evident of this principle is, that

if the nation ſucceed in its revolt, the chief,

re-entering into the claſs of ſubjects, dares

neither renew the rebellion, in order to re

aſcend the throne, nor be ſummoned to render

an account of his preceding adminiſtration.

II . The right of nations ſuppoſes a juridical

ſtate ; for being a public right, it includes al

ready in its notion the declaration of rights

which the general will aſſigns to each. This

juridical ſtate ought to reſult from an antecedent

pact, founded, not upon the laws of conſtraint,

like the civil pact, but upon a free and perma

nent aſſociation, ſuch as the federation of ſtates,

which has been treated of above.

In the ſtate of nature, and without a ſort of

juridical ſtate, which might unite among them

ſelves the divers phyſical and moral perſons,

there can exiſt only individual right. Now, it is

equally evident, that here exiſts between politics

and morality, which have reſpect to right, an

oppoſition juſt as eaſy to be removed , if one

apply
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1 .

apply thereto the principle of publicity of

maxims. I ſuppoſe, however, that the federa

tion of nations will have for its object only the

maintenance of peace, and not of conqueſts.

The following are the problems in which

politics are at variance with morality, and their

ſolution .

When one ftate has promiſed to another

ſuccours, the ceſſion of ſome province, or ſub

fidies, &c. it is demanded, whether it can retract

its promiſe, in caſe the ſafety of the ſtate be

expoſed, by pretending to conſider it under a

double point of view ; ſometimes as ſovereign ,

free from all reſponſibility towards the ſtate ;

fometimes as firſt public functionary, account

able to its fellow citizens : ſo that it may retract

in this laſt quality engagements entered into in

the firſt.

But if a ſtate , or its chief, rendered this

maxim public , all others would naturally avoid

treating therewith, or would aſſociate with one

another in order to reſiſt its pretenſions ; which

proves that politics, with all its addreſs, would

of itſelf, in practiſing ſincerity, defeat its object;

and conſequently the maxim in queſtion muſt

be unjuſt.

If a power is become formidable by its

acquiſitions, dare it be admitted that it will ,

becauſe

2 .
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becauſe it can, oppreſs others; and have the

powers of the ſecond order a right to attack it

.conjointly, without their having been injured

by it ? A ſtate which ſhould openly declare this

maxim, would only augment the evil, inſtead of

extinguiſhing it. For the ſuperior power would

anticipate the leſs, and the aſſociation of others.

is only a feeble reed, incapable of reſiſting any

one who well underſtands the divide et impera .

This maxim of politics , rendered notorious,

neceſſarily annihilates of itſelf its effect, and

conſequently it is unjuft.

3. When a ſmall ſtate is fo ſituate as to

intercept, between the parts of a great ſtate,

the communication neceſſary to its preſervation,

is not the greater authorized to ſubject the

other, or to incorporate it with itſelf ?

It is eaſy to perceive, that it ought well to

guard againſt ſuffering this maxim to tranſpire

before the execution ; for, either the ſmall ſtates

would form betimes defenſive alliances, or other

great powers would diſpute the prey. Publicity

then would render this maxim impracticable ;

a certain mark that it is unjuſt . It may
likewiſe

be unjuſt in a very high degree. For, hewever

ſmall the object of an injuſtice may be, the

injuſtice itſelf may be very great.

III . I paſs
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III. I paſs in filence the coſmopolitical

right, becauſe it is very eaſy to form and to

appreciate its maxims, on account of its analogy

to the right of nations.

Here is then a character, by which we are

able to recognize the non -conformity of a maxim

of politics to the morality which has relation to

right; i. e . the incompatibility of maxims of

public right with publicity . It concerns us now

to know the conditions under which theſe

maxims accord with the right of nations . For

it cannot be inferred from the notoriety of a

maxim that it is juſt, ſince one has no need of

concealing his plans when he poſſeſſes a decided

ſuperiority of power.

The firſt condition neceſſary to render the

public right poſſible, is in general the exiſtence

of a juridical order. Now we have ſeen above

that there is no other juridical ſtate compatible

with the liberty of ſtates, than their federative

aſſociation for the ſole maintenance of peace.

The agreement of politics with morality then

can take place only by means of a ſimilar aſſo

ciation, founded upon intellectual principles of

right, and which is confequently requiſite. All

politics is founded upon this legal federaliſm ,

otherwiſe it is only a refinement of injuſtice.

The jeſuiticalcaſuiſts have not more of ſubtilties

than
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than has this falſe policy. It has, firſt, mental

reſtri&tions, ambiguities which it knows how

adroitly to ſlip into public treaties , in order to

be able afterwards to explain them to its advan

tage ; as, for inſtance, the diſtinction between the

ſtates, quo de fait et de droit ;—the probabiliſmus :

merely to forge hoſtile intentions, and to attribute

them to others ; to imagine a probable ſupe

riority of power, and to make of it a right, for

the ſake of which peaceable ſtates may be

undermined ; laſtly, the peccatum philofophicum

( peccatillum baggatelle) in order to be able to

regard as a very pardonable fault, and perhaps

even as a bleſſing to mankind, that great ſtates

ſhould ſwallow up the leſſer ones *.

Morality itſelf is the ſpecious pretext of all

theſe maxims, whoſe various branches political

duplicity knows how to employ to its own ends.

The examples of the application of all theſe maxims

may be ſeen in Counſellor Garve's Diſſertation on the Union

of Politics with Morality , 1788. This refpectable learned

man confeſſes himſelf, from the beginning, unable com

pletely to ſolve this problem. But, to approve of this

union , without thinking one's felf able to refute all the

objections that are made to it, is it not granting more than

ought to be to thoſe who are but too well diſpoſed to abuſe

fuch a facility ?

L Benevolence
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Benevolence is a duty as well as reſpect for the

rights of man ; but it is only a conditional duty ,

this is abſolute and neceſſary. One muſt be

ſure of having never wounded this laſt, in order

to be able to give one's ſelf up to the ſweet

ſentiment of benevolence. Politics eaſily ac

cords with morality, inaſmuch as this regulates

the manners , in order to be able to abandon the

rights of men to their ſuperiors ; but as to mo

rality, inaſınuch as it eſtabliſhes the rights of

man , initead of proftrating itſelf before it, as it

ought, politics finds it convenient to combat it

and diſpute with it all reality, confining itſelf to

reduce all duties to benevolence. Now this

artifice of gloomy politics would be ſoon un

maſked by the publicity of its maxims, which

philoſophers would give to open day, if it pof

ſeſſed but the courage to allow them the publica

tion of their principles.

In this view, I propoſe another tranſcendent

and affirmative principle of public right, whoſe

formula ſhould be :

“ All maxims, which , in order to have their

6 effect, fand in need of publicity, agree with

politics and morality combined."

For, if they cannot produce their effect only

as far as they are notorious, they muſt accord

with the general end of the public, -- with hap

pineſs;

0.
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1

pineſs; conſequently they are reconcileable with

politics , which is occupied in conceiving a ſtate

of things, with which each may be ſatisfied .

And if this end can be attained only by the

publicity of maxims which are propoſed, i. e. in

removing from them all ſubject of diſtruſt, they

muſt be moreover conformable to the rights of

the public : the only point of union at which the

particular ends of all can be made to meet. I

ſhall defer till another occaſion the develope

nient of this principle . I only add, that it is

tranſcendent, ſince its formula includes nothing

material, nothing which relates to the doctrine

of happineſs, and that it muſt be drawn from

experience ; it aims only at the form of univer

fality which gives the force of laws to maxims.

If it is a duty, if the hope can even be

conceived, of realizing, though by an endleſs

progreſs, the reign of public right-perpetual

peace, which will ſucceed to the ſuſpenſions of

hoftilities, hitherto named treaties of peace, is

not then a chimera, but a problem, of which

time, probably abridged by the uniformity of

the progreſs of the human mind, promiſes us

the ſolution.

F 1 N 1 S.
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